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Mitsukoshi and the Visit of the Great White Fleet to Japan 1908
by Anker Nielsen
Introduction
In my recent article on the visit of the Great White Fleet
to Japan in October 1908 (JP 76/40-47) I included three
picture postcards promoting the Mitsukoshi
Department Store. They were distributed to the ships
in the fleet before they came to Japan as there is
evidence of some being sent by mail from Hawaii prior
to the fleet’s arrival in Japan. But there is more than
that to tell about Mitsukoshi.
The Mitsukoshi store at the time was one of the largest
department stores in Tōkyō with a modern multistoried building built in 1903 featuring escalators and
elevators among its many innovations. It was depicted
in Figure 8 at JP 76/43 in my previous article and in
Figure 3 in this article. The building stood until it was
destroyed in the Great Kantō earthquake in 1923.
Additional postcards produced for the visit
of the Great White Fleet
My recent article mentioned above referred to an
earlier article published at JP 55/126-129, which
discussed the fleet’s visit to Japan in 1908 and included
illustrations of an official envelope that held two
official commemorative picture postcards issued by the
Communications Ministry. This earlier article also

Figure 1 

included a list compiled in 1933 by Uenaka Sotarō of
84 unofficial picture postcards honoring the fleet’s
visit. This list included the three Mitsukoshi postcards
I illustrated at JP 76/42-43.
I have since found an additional picture postcard
promoting the Mitsukoshi Department Store that was
not mentioned in Uenaka’s list. This is illustrated in
Figure 1.
As we know, the three Mitsukoshi promotional
postcards in Uenaka’s list were distributed to Fleet
personnel prior to the fleet’s arrival in Japan. In the
program for the visit it mentions that there was an
invitation extended to all Fleet personnel to visit the
main Mitsukoshi store in Nihonbashi at which there
was an exhibition of Japanese works of art together
with refreshments and entertainment. I have found that
the visitors received a special postcard depicting the
fleet on the sea (Figure 1) with a strike of LCD 16
commemorating the visit applied at Tōkyō between the
authorized dates of 18-24 October 1908.
As noted above, this postcard was not mentioned in the
previous articles on the visit. The card was in its own
special envelope pictured in Figure 2, depicting the
American and Japanese flags and the Mitsukoshi logo.
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Figure 2 

Figure 3 

Figure 3 pictures another card from Mitsukoshi
showing the building and a Japanese lady. This also
bears a strike of LCD 16 commemorating the Great
White Fleet visit, so it is possible that the card was also
given away to visitors from the fleet.

be identified either by the Mitsukoshi logo or the text
“Mitsukoshi” in English. Figure 4 depicts a card
commemorating the Anglo-Japanese alliance signed in
1902. The card was sent on 23 October 1905, the day
of the Triumphant Naval Review after the RussoJapanese War. LCD 2 was authorized for use on that
day; however it was not used on this card, which was
sent to the French legation in Tōkyō. The Mitsukoshi
identifier is imprinted in English on the picture
postcard at the lower left.

Other postcards from Mitsukoshi
In my collection of postcards I have found other
postcards from Mitsukoshi in relation to different
occasions in the period around 1903-1908. They can
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 Figure 4

Figure 5 
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It is possible to find many other postcards
commemorating the Anglo-Japanese alliance around
that period.
Figure 5 depicts a picture postcard showing the torii at
the Yasukuni Shrine for the war dead. The very faint
postmark can be identified as LCD 7 honoring Naval
commemoration day of the Russo-Japanese War
(1904-05), and authorized for use in the period 27-30
May 1906. The Mitsukoshi identifier is its logo, third
from the right in the lower row of red text.
Figure 6 depicts a Mitsukoshi card from 1906 for the
general meeting of the Japanese Red Cross with an
unofficial commemorative cachet dated Meiji 39.6.12

Figure 6 

(12 June 1906). In this case Mitsukoshi has made the
cachet and has its name written in English in the text.
In most cases there is limited or no information about
who has produced an unofficial commemorative
cachet.
There are other postcards and unofficial cancels from
the same day as mentioned at JP 64/366-368. That
article also tells more on the history of the Japanese
Red Cross. The man pictured in the postcard is Prince
Kan'in Kotohito, the Honorary President of the
Japanese Red Cross Society in 1906. The other photo
depicts his wife, Princess Kan'in, who at the time was
the President of the Patriotic Ladies’ Association. 
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2021.7.7
“Pokémon” Greetings Stamps
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On 7 May 2021 Japan Post announced two different upcoming issues based on the
series of animated cartoon characters called Pokémon, an abbreviation of “Poketto
Monsutā” (Pocket Monster). Originally released as role-playing game software in
1996, Pokémon has become an enormously successful franchise worldwide, having
been merchandised into manga, anime, trading cards, toys, books, and other media.
Of the nearly 1,000 Pokémon characters, the most often depicted in advertising is
Pikachū, a yellow rodent with an unusually shaped tail resembling a lightning bolt.
Many of the Pokémon characters are combinations of different real or mythical
creatures, and their Japanese names reflect those combinations or their other special
characteristics. Pikachū’s name, for instance, is a portmanteau of Pika, “Flash”, and
chū “squeak”.
The first of these two products announced by Japan Post on 7 May 2021 is this
Greetings stamps issue released on 7 July. The other product, originally planned for
issue on 25 August (the first day of PhilaNippon 2021 held in Yokohama) is a
“Pokémon stamp box” comprising a Pokémon card game, a specially minted 10stamp sheetlet with a face value of ¥912, and other promotional material. Full details
of this box and the stamp sheet will be reported in the next issue of JP.
This Greetings stamps issue consists of two sheets of self-adhesive stamps,
respectively comprising ten ¥63 and ten ¥84 designs. The designs in the ¥63 sheet
(187.0 x 86.0 mm) are all rectangular in shape. By contrast, in the ¥84 sheet (187.0 x 127.0 mm) the individual
designs have different shapes and sizes, as noted in the table on page 134.
The designs were based on original artwork supplied by the Pokémon Company and the overall design and the
layout of the two sheets was undertaken by Kusuda Yūji. A total of 1,000,000 of the ¥63 sheets and 2,500,000
of the ¥84 sheets were printed in six offset inks by Joh. Enschedé Stamps.
The ¥63 sheet has the theme of the Pokémon card game, and the ¥84 sheet has a theme of the four seasons and
depicts different groupings of Pokémon characters spending time together during different seasons of the year in
happy and carefree pursuits.

¥63 sheet
Theme: The Pokémon card game
Design

Description

Shape

Size, mm

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Pikachū
Eevee
Butterfree
Aceburn
Magikarp
Pokémon card
Mewtwo
Lucario
Liepard
Jirachi

23.0 x 32.0

Rectangle
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¥84 sheet
Theme: Pokémon - The four seasons
Design

Description

Shape

Size, mm

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Yōidon! (Ready-set-go!)
Playing hide and seek among the cherry blossoms
Mischievous
Friends taking shelter from the rain
Playing in the sea
I’m hungry
Taking a nap together
The bath feels good
Autumn colors
It’s cold but warm

Rectangle
Irregular
Rectangle
Square
Rectangle
Rectangle
Rectangle
Rectangle
Irregular
Irregular

25.5 x 27.0
28.5 x 30.0
25.5 x 27.0
25.5 x 25.5
25.5 x 27.0
25.5 x 28.5
25.5 x 27.0
25.5 x 27.0
25.5 x 27.4
26.5 x 26.0

First-day cancellations
The officially designated first-day post offices were
Tōkyō Central and Nihonbashi. The design of the
framed (hand) datestamp, left, depicts a number of
Pokémon characters as they appear in Design 1 of the
¥84 sheet, while the unframed (machine) datestamp,
right, shows another grouping of characters as they are
portrayed in Design 5 of the 84 sheet.

———

———

2021.8.16
Autumn Greetings Stamps
The format of this year’s issue of “Autumn Greetings” stamps comprises two sheets (187.0 x 67.5 mm) of selfadhesive stamps, one containing five ¥63 designs and the other five ¥84 designs, all of them accredited to Yamada
Yasuko with supervisory assistance from Yasuzawa Kensuke.(1)
Each sheet consists of two copies of each design arranged in an irregular pattern as shown in the sheet format
diagrams. All 5 designs in the ¥63 sheet measure 22.0 x 26.0 mm, while in the ¥84 sheet, Designs 1 and 2 measure
27.0 x 24.0 mm and Designs 3-5 have individual dimensions of 24.0 x 27.0 mm. A total of 1,600,000 copies of
each ¥63 design and 5,000,000 copies of each ¥84 design were printed in six offset inks by the Toppan Printing
Co.
No descriptive inscriptions appear on the stamps themselves or elsewhere on the sheets. The Japan Post
announcement merely describes the design names as respectively “Autumn Flowers 1-5” in each sheet.

1

Flower designer at Meiji Kinenkan, a popular reception hall in Tōkyō.
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First-day post offices
The officially designated first-day post offices were Tōkyō Central and Nihonbashi. Examples of the first-day
datestamps are shown below. Both the framed (hand) datestamp. left, and the unframed (machine) datestamp,
right, show designs of autumn flowers, similar but not identical to any of the ten stamp designs. 
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SESCAL 2021 Literature Exhibit
by Lois M. Evans-de Violini
It is with regret that the SESCAL committee had to cancel SESCAL 2021 (Stamp Exhibition of Southern
California), scheduled for 15-17 October, except for the Literature Exhibit, which was conducted virtually. The
SESCAL 2021 literature exhibit was larger than the 2020 exhibit with so many entries that some had to be turned
down because the maximum number of entries allowed was reached.
This Literature Exhibit consists of printed and electronic delivered articles related to the collection and study of
postage stamps and stationery, postal history, revenue stamps and stamped paper, Cinderella stamps and
associated specialized fields. It included three sponsored awards, one of which was a special award sponsored by
the ISJP for the best Japanese-related article. This award attracted quality articles from writers on these pages.
The source of their respective original publications is included in the listing on page 137.
The winner of the ISJP sponsored award the year was Anker Nielsen for his article “Foreign registration labels
with letter codes A, B, or C”. Mr. Neilsen also received a SESCAL Large Gold Medal, the SESCAL Reserve
Grand Award, and the Postal History Society Award for this article.

Only four Large Gold medals were awarded this year and three of them went to writers in Japanese
Philately. Harold Krische again won a SESCAL Large Gold Medal for his new article “The Christmas Postcards
of the Japanese POW camps in WWI”. Kenneth J. Bryson also won a SESCAL Large Gold Medal for his article
“Meiji Period Collection Seal Books”.
Information about this year’s exhibition, including the Palmares and the full text of the winning submissions, can
be found at https://sescal.org/literature-exhibit/. Preliminary information for the 2022 exhibition is also to be
found there. 
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SESCAL 2021
Literature Exhibit
awards to
ISJP members

Gold Medal Awards

Nielsen, Anker

Foreign registration labels with
letter codes A, B or C
Japanese Philately 75/187-197

Bryson, Kenneth J.

Meiji Period Mail Collection
Seal Books
Japanese Philately 76/110-116

Krische, Harold

The Christmas Postcards of the
Japanese POW camps in WWI
Japanese Philately 75/250-264

Large Gold
Reserve Grand
Postal History Society Award
ISJP Award
(91 points)
Large Gold
(91 points)

Large Gold
(90 points)

Vermeil Medal Awards
Nielsen, Anker
Nielsen, Anker

Visit of the Great White Fleet to
Japan 1908:
Program and Postcards

Vermeil
Vermeil
(78 points)

Japanese Philately 76/40-47
A Postcard in a bottle
Clark, Kenneth G.

Kiku Shimbun No. 183, April 2021
(Journal of the British Society
for Japanese Philately)

Vermeil
(75 points)

Silver Medal Awards
Japonica (1)
Meng, Danny

Japanese Philately 75/11-14
Japonica (2)

Meng, Danny

Japanese Philately 76/9-12

Silver
(68 points)
Silver
(68 points)
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2021.5.26
National Afforestation 2021
On 25 March 2020 Japan Post announced details of its annual National Afforestation
issue scheduled for release on 26 May. The issue was timed to occur just before the
main national ceremony (in which the emperor and empress plant trees) was
scheduled to be held on 31 May in the city of Ōda in Shimane Prefecture.
However, in common
with
many
events
scheduled for 2020, this
ceremony was postponed
until 2021, due to the
coronavirus (COVID-19)
pandemic. It marked the
first time the event had
been postponed since its
inception in 1950. As a
result of this cancellation, Japan Post announced on 10
April 2020 that it had postponed the 26 May stamp
issue to an unspecified date. We notified JP readers of
these events in our August 2020 issue (JP 75/165)
One year later the above timetable was updated
following the announcement that the national treeplanting ceremony was scheduled to be held on 30
May 2021 in the city of Ōda in Shimane Prefecture.
This was duly held, although the emperor and empress
were not physically in attendance, participating
instead (due to the coronavirus pandemic) via a virtual
presence from the Akasaka Imperial Residence in
Tōkyō.
On 25 March 2021 Japan Post again announced details
of its previously postponed annual National
Afforestation issue, which was released on the
scheduled date of 26 May 2021. It marks the second
time that this prefecture has been the scheduled
ceremony host.
The previous occasion was
commemorated with a ¥7 stamp (below) issued on
1971.4.18.
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This issue comprises five ¥84 designs (22.5 x 27.0 mm) by Hoshiyama Ayaka. They were
arranged as five horizontal pairs issued in sheets of 10 (2 x 5) measuring 76.5 x 180.0 mm, as
shownthe layout diagram, left. One million copies of each design were printed by Joh Enschedé
Stamps in six offset inks.
The five designs depict a selection of trees and flowers, some of them with no obvious or
identifiable link to the host (Shimane) prefecture. No descriptive inscriptions appear on the
designs themselves, and the information below has been sourced from the Japan Post
announcement. Two different species are depicted in each of Designs 1, 2, 4 and 5, with detail
of one species depicted in the upper left and lower right corners, and the other species in the
upper right and lower left corners.
Design 1 - Kōyamaki and Sugi
Kōyamaki (Sciadopitys verticillata) or Japanese umbrella pine is a unique conifer endemic to Japan. It appears
at the upper left and lower right of the stamp design. It was previously depicted on a ¥62 stamp issued on
1993.8.23 to commemorate the 15th International Botanical Congress. The sugi or Japanese cedar (Cryptomeria
japonica) is a perennial plant with elegant slim leaves and delicate purple flowers that bloom from March to
November. It has frequently appeared on Japanese stamps.
Design 2 - Akamatsu and Kurumi
Akamatsu (Pinus densiflora) or Japanese red pine grows to a height of 20-35 m and is widely cultivated in Japan
both for timber production and as an ornamental tree. As depicted on the stamp, its leaves are needle-like, and
grow to a length of 8–12 cm. Kurumi (Juglans ailantifolia) or Japanese walnut is a fast growing tree that
develops broad canopies reaching 20 m in height. It is best known for its fruit (nut) which is spherical and
surrounded by a green husk before maturity in mid autumn.
Design 3 - Botan
The botan or tree peony (Paeonia suffruticosa), sometimes called moutan peony, is the prefectural flower of
Shimane. The plants on which the flowers grow are actually shrubs rather than trees. They produce woody stems
and do not die back to the ground like herbaceous peonies. The remainder of the stamp design depicts things that
are related to or named after Shimane Prefecture, including “Shimanekko”, a little yellow cat which is the
prefectural mascot.
Design 4 - Kuromatsu and Enoki
Kuromatsu or Japanese black pine (Pinus thunbergia) is the prefectural tree not only of Shimane but also of
Gunma. It appeared on the 1971.4.18 afforestation stamp depicted on page 138 that was issued in the previous
year that Shimane was the host prefecture. Although it is a deciduous tree that can grow to a height of 40 m it is
also a classic bonsai subject. The Enoki or Japanese hackberry tree (Celtis sinensis var. japonica) is also a
deciduous tree and can grow to 20 m in height. Its dark orange-colored fruits are relished by birds.
Design 5 - Shakunage and Yamazakura
Rhododendron is a generic translation of the word shakunage and it is uncertain which particular species is
depicted in this stamp design (at upper left and lower right). Yamazakura (literally “Mountain cherry”) is a wild,
native cherry tree variety of Japan, which typically grows in mountainous areas south from central Honshū. The
flowers bloom in late March and early April, and are slightly pink with five relatively small petals.
Sheet background
The top margin of the sheet depicts Sanbesan (Mt. Sanbe), the generic name of six volcanoes of which the highest
is Mt. Mesanbe (literally “woman Sanbe”) at 1,126 m in height. The mountains are located in the Daisen-Oki
National Park. The Shimane Nature Museum of Mt. Sanbe (established 1991) at the foot of the mountain provides
visitors with the opportunity to learn more about the nature of the Mt. Sanbe area and the Shimane Prefecture as
a whole.
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2021.9.3
Mie: 76 National Athletic Meet
th

The National Athletic Meet (NAM) is held in a different prefecture each year. Kagoshima was due to host the
75th NAM in 2020, but that was unfortunately postponed indefinitely and later cancelled due to the coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic. As a result, Japan Post’s planned stamp issue to commemorate the event was also
cancelled (see JP 75/165). (N.B. Since that NAM cancellation decision, Kagoshima has tentatively been named
as the host prefecture for the NAM to be held in 2023).
One year later, although the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic was still rampant, plans proceeded for the 76th
NAM to be hosted by Mie Prefecture. In accordance with this plan, Japan Post announced on 5 July the full
details of a commemorative stamp issue scheduled for release on 3 September 2021. The JP publishing team duly
prepared a text file to accompany the stamp issue on 3 September for publication in JP. However, this plan was
unfortunately quashed after a Japan Post announcement on 30 August stated that due to the late cancellation of
the 76th NAM Japan Post was in turn cancelling the stamp issue.
The cancellation was of course due to the COVID-19 pandemic, and although disappointing, we’re sure it was a
difficult decision for the Mie Prefecture hosting committee to make, and they took the wisest course of action
with the safety of the competitors, officials, spectators, and everyone else involved in mind. 
———

———

From the President’s Desk
by Edwin Kawasaki
Kudos to ISJP Director Anker Nielsen who won the ISJP Award in the 2021
SESCAL Literature Exhibition with his article Foreign registration labels
with letter codes A, B, or C (JP 75/187-197). In addition, he also won a large
gold, the Reserve Grand Award, and the Postal History Society Award! The
exhibition attracted 32 entrants from around the world. Congratulations to
other ISJP members who won awards, comprising: Kenneth J. Bryson, Harold
Krische, Kenneth G. Clark, and Danny Meng (page 136). You, too, can write
an article for Japanese Philately, and if published, have it subsequently
submitted in next year’s SESCAL Literature Exhibition.
In this issue be sure to catch Anker Nielsen’s Great White Fleet article,
Mitsukoshi and the Visit of the Great White Fleet to Japan 1908 (page 128).
This is a great follow-up to his article about the Great White Fleet recently published at JP 76/40-47.
Anker also contributed to this issue with his book review of the new Japanese Stamp Specialized Catalogue
(JSCA) 1876-1908 in Japanese and English (page 155). It is very useful to have this catalog published in color
and in English. I have been enjoying my copy and look forward to the next catalog in the series.
Did you miss PHILANIPPON 2021? With the pandemic still present, visits to Japan were highly restricted.
Dr. Yamada Renichi, President of the Japan Philatelic Society, reports on the Exhibition in this issue on page 141.
Do you read Japanese? The ISJP needs help to translate suitable Japanese philatelic articles into English for this
publication. Please contact me if you are interested or know someone who can assist us.
We also need speakers for the next international Zoom call. Contact me (president@isjp.org) if you would like
to share an acquisition, part of your collection, an article, or other aspect of Japanese philately. 
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Report on PHILANIPPON 2021
by Dr. YAMADA Renichi, President of the Japan Philatelic Society
Introduction
PHILANIPPON 2021, the 37th Asian International
Stamp Exhibition, was successfully held at the Pacifico
Yokohama Exhibition Hall in Yokohama from 25 to 30
August this year (Figure 1). This was the first actual
international stamp exhibition held since the onset of
the COVID-19 pandemic. The last actual international
stamp exhibition was Singpex, the 36th Asian
International Stamp Exhibition held in July-August
2019. We waited for more than two years for an actual
stamp exhibition to take place, and the long-awaited
moment finally arrived on 25 August. Although the
10,000 attendees could be considered a small number
for an international stamp exhibition, it was
heartwarming to see that so many people were able to
enjoy the exhibition despite it being held in the shadow
of the COVID-19 pandemic.
PHILANIPPON 2021 was originally planned to be
held as the World Stamp Exhibition. However, as it
proved quite difficult for FIP (Fédération
Internationale de Philatélie) members such as
commissioners, juries and so on to venture to Japan
under the COVID-19 pandemic restrictions, the
original plan was changed, and PHILANIPPON 2021
was determined to be held as the Asian International
Stamp Exhibition. The Honorary President of the
exhibition was H.I.H. Princess Takamado and the FIAP
(Federation of Inter-Asian Philately) co-ordinator of
the exhibition was Mr. Tay Peng Hian, RDP.(1) My
principal role was as a member of the organizing
committee and the international jury.
PHILANIPPON 2021
As the commissioners could not come to Japan, the
exhibits from abroad were received via EMS, the
1

Roll of Distinguished Philatelists

international postal express mail service. The handbrought exhibits from domestic exhibitors began to be
received from 23 August and the display of all exhibits
was completed in the afternoon of the following day.
The exhibition was safely started on 25 August as
planned. At the opening ceremony H.I.H. Princess
Takamado gave a video talk and the MC read a
message from Mr. Kuroiwa Yūji, the governor of
Kanagawa Prefecture, in which Yokohama City is
located. A ribbon-cutting ceremony is depicted in
Figure 2 (in which I am the second from the right).
Kanagawa Prefecture was under the declaration of a
state of emergency during the exhibition because of the
COVID-19 pandemic. As a result of this situation the
organizing committee struggled to maintain
operational control at the exhibition. All attendees had
to pre-register and had their body temperature checked
at the entrance. The organizing committee also
prepared hand sanitizer for the use of all attendees.
Unfortunately, it also meant that no partying was held
during the exhibition. Even at the Palmares award
ceremony, there was no provision of food or drink.
In addition to the operation of the exhibition,
management of the judging was a difficult task in
comparison with conditions at exhibitions that have not
had such stringent restrictions.
The judging
management team was divided into two, one located at
the exhibition in Japan and the other located in
Singapore. The two management teams tightly
communicated day and night. In addition jurors
outside of Japan judged from their own countries and
connected with each other through an online
communication system. The number of international
jurors was seventeen including a jury secretary and
assistant jury secretaries. Nine of the seventeen were
Japanese and the other eight attended from their own
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Figure 1
PHILANIPPON 2021
venue

Figure 2
Ribbon-cutting
ceremony
(author second
from the right)

countri

Figure 3
Yamada Yūji (right), National Grand Prix exhibit winner

Figure 4
The 500 mon Dragon with inverted center
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es. The expert group comprised three members
countries. The expert group comprised three members
and one apprentice juror also attended.
Overview of Exhibits
At PHILANIPPON 2021, exhibits were composed of
Imperial Collections, Court of Honor, Competitive
exhibits, Reference exhibits, Non-competitive exhibits,
and Commemorative exhibits.
The Competitive exhibits numbered 166, in the various
categories, as follows:

Exhibit type
Traditional philately (Japan)
Traditional philately (other)
Postal history (Japan)
Postal history (others)
Postal stationery
Aerophilately
Thematic philately
Modern philately
Revenue
Open philately
One-frame exhibits
Youth philately
Philatelic literature

Number of
exhibits
23
13
10
10
5
1
13
4
1
4
4
6
72

Among these exhibits, 11 won Large Gold Medals and
20 won Gold Medals.
Special mention needs to be made about the Noncompetitive exhibits, which numbered 110 and
consisted of 294 frames. These were also of a high
level and much enjoyed among the attendees.

Exhibits of Japanese Traditional Philately
One field that I specialize in is Japanese traditional
philately, and I found the exhibits of this category at
the exhibition especially interesting. The exhibits of
Japanese traditional philately won 6 Large Gold medals
of the 11 Large Gold won overall, and 7 of the Gold
medals won among 20.
The National Grand Prix exhibit was “Japan 1871-1876
Hand Engraved issues”, which earned a point count of
97 for its exhibitor, Mr. Yamada Yūji (Figure 3). It
contained most of the principal rarities identified with
this category. These included the 500 mon Dragon
with inverted center (Figure 4), and in the Cherry
Blossom Series, the Native paper 20 sen Government
Printed pair, the Native paper 20 sen with syllabic 1
(イ), the color changed 6 sen with syllabic 15 (ヨ), and
the color changed 20 sen with syllabic 9 (リ). Neither
the 500 mon Dragon with inverted center nor the color
changed 20 sen Cherry Blossom with syllabic 9 were
contained in the Kanai Collection.
Conclusion
Although PHILANIPPON 2021 was held in limited
circumstances due to the COVID-19 pandemic, it had
profound significance as the first actual international
stamp exhibition held after the start of the pandemic.
As I was an international juror, I did not exhibit
anything, but I was personally very happy that two
literature exhibits from the Japan Philatelic Society
won Gold medals. They were “Japanese Specialized
Catalogue Vol. 1, Vol. 2, Vol. 3” and “Japanese Stamps
Specialized Catalogue 1876-1908”. In particular the
“JSCA 1876-1908” catalogue was awarded 93 points
and ranked 3rd among the literature exhibits.
I hope that the COVID-19 pandemic will finish soon
and we philatelists will gather, talk to each other and
be able to enjoy ourselves more fully at actual
international stamp exhibitions again. 
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2021.7.1
Sea Life Series, Set 5
When announcing the first set in this series issued on 2017.7.5, Japan Post
stated that the series was planned to consist of four sets. We duly counted
the subsequent sets as they were issued and when reporting on Set 4 that
was issued on 2020.7.1 (JP 75/209) we confidently announced that it was
“the fourth and final installment of a four-set series”. So it was with some
surprise that Japan Post issued this “Set 5” on 2021.7.1 without any
reference to its previous commitment, and nor for that matter of for how
long the series was likely to continue.
The set comprises ten ¥84 designs by Hoshiyama Ayaka, with editorial
advice and supervision provided by the Ōsaka Aquarium. The designs
appear in an approximate 5 x 2 pattern (see sheet format diagram) in the
160.0 x 86.0 mm sheet in three different sizes. A total of 3,000,000 copies
of each design were printed in 6 offset inks plus sand effect processing
(creating a three-dimensional effect) by the Toppan Printing Co.
The sand finish is visible when the sheet is held at an angle to the incident light, in a way very similar to the
security feature on the recently reissued definitives. But on the definitives, there is no 3D effect.
The sand effect is different on each stamp. For instance, on Design 1, the effect is text reading “Series No. 5” in
English. On Designs 2 and 4, it is the single character 海 for “sea” and on
Designs 3 and 9, it is the single word “SEA” in English, horizontally on
Design 3, diagonally on Design 9.
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The design descriptions do not appear on the sheet and have been sourced from the Japan Post announcement.
Note that where two different species of fish appear in a single design the larger one is listed first.

Design
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Description

Size, mm

Reef manta ray
Spotted eagle ray
Double-lined fusilier
Devil fish and Double-lined fusilier
Whale shark and Live sharksucker
Whale shark and Golden trevally
Whale shark’s pattern and gills
Golden trevally
Giant trevally
Whale shark

25.5 x 21.5
21.5 x 25.5
25.5 x 21.5
21.5 x 25.5
25.5 x 21.5
28.5 x 35.5
25.5 x 21.5
21.5 x 25.5
21.5 x 25.5
28.5 x 35.5

First-day post offices: The officially designated firstday post offices were Tōkyō Central and Nihonbashi.
The framed (hand) datestamp, left, depicts a slightly
different configuration of the whale shark pictured in
Designs 6, 7, 8 and the surrounding background. The
unframed (machine) datestamp, right, depicts the
whale shark shown in Design 10 (together with the
unnamed fish seen in that design’s background).
———

———

2021.7.21
Letter Writing Day
Japan has been issuing stamps under the title fumi no hi(1) each year (except 2011) since 1979. This year’s issue
comprises two sheets (161.0 x 64.0 mm) of ten self-adhesive stamps, respectively comprising five ¥63 designs
and five ¥84 designs, as illustrated on page 146. Although Japan Post calls each of the sheets a シート(shīto or
“sheet”), they more resemble what philatelists would call a stamp booklet. They are made of card quality stock
and as the accompanying illustrations show, they each come with a scored vertical line allowing them to be easily
folded and placed in one’s pocket, purse, wallet, etc. The booklet covers are also shown on page 146.
Two copies of each design (21.5 x 25.5 mm) by Kusuda Yūji appear in their respective sheets, and are numbered
in accordance with the sheet layout diagram, below. A total of 1,400,000 copies of each of the ¥63 designs and
4,000,000 copies of each of the ¥84 designs were printed in 6 offset inks by Philaposte.

No descriptive information about the designs appears on the individual stamps or their respective sheets, and the
translated descriptions have been sourced from the Japan Post announcement.
1

Literally “Letter Day” but translated into English as “Letter Writing Day”.
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¥63 sheet

Design

¥84 sheet

Mailbox
Bicycle
Nestled house and mailvan
Electricity wires
Rural

1
2
3
4
5

Store
Barber shop
Coffee shop
Public bathhouse
Mailbox and delivery bike

First-day post offices: The officially designated firstday post offices were Tōkyō Central and Nihonbashi.
Examples of the first-day datestamps are shown below.
The framed (hand) datestamp, left, depicts the young
boy mailing a letter accompanied by an adult female,
the subject of Design 1 in the ¥63 sheet, while the
(machine) datestamp, right, shows the mailbox and
delivery bike outside a two-story house as depicted in
Design 5 of the ¥84 sheet.
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2021.8.25
Japan World Stamp Exhibition 2021
(PHILANIPPON ’21)
by Kenneth J. Bryson
Despite the ever-looming threat posed by the COVID-19 pandemic, Japan successfully hosted the international
philatelic exhibition PHILANIPPON ’21 at the Pacifico Yokohama Exhibition Hall in Yokohama from 25 to 30
August this year.(1) PHILANIPPON has become a major event on the international philatelic exhibition calendar,
having been held every 10 years since 1971 (called PHILATOKYO in 1971 & 1981).
This year’s exhibition was promoted by an advanced publicity issue on 2020.8.3, which we
reported at JP 75/219-220. Consisting of ten different views of Mt. Fuji, the stamp issue did
not really indicate that it was promoting a philatelic exhibition, but one thing it did achieve
was to introduce the official 2021 exhibition logo (positioned at the top left of the sheet).
This logo depicts a detail from a woodblock print by Utagawa Kunisada (1786-1865), which
was part of a series titled “A Selection of Beautiful Women of the Present Day”. This same
detail was the subject of the ¥62 stamp issued on 1991.11.15 (shown at left) to commemorate
PHILANIPPON ’91.
This 2021.8.25 commemorative stamp issue, released on the opening day of PHILANIPPON’21, also depicts the
2021 logo at the center of a ten-stamp sheet measuring 187.0 x 127.0 mm and consisting of ten ¥84 designs by
1

See report provided by Dr. Yamada Renichi on pages 141-143.
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Kaifuchi Junko. All the designs are rectangular except for Design 10 which is circular in
shape. The measurements of the individual stamps vary with sizes of 30.0 x 48.5 mm
(Design 1), 29.5 x 40.0 mm (Design 2), 28.0 x 40.0 mm (Designs 3 and 4), 30.0 x 42.0 mm
(Designs 5, 7, and 8), 28.0 x 36.0 mm (Design 6), 24.0 x 30.0 mm (Design 9), and 35.0 x
35.0 mm (Design 10). 2 million copies of each design were printed in 6 offset inks by the
Toppan Printing Company.
All the designs are taken from woodblock prints related to letters and mail. Each design bears an imprint of
“日本国際切手展 2021” (Japan World Stamp Exhibition 2021) as well as “PHILANIPPON 2021”. No other
information appears on the individual designs, but details of their respective title and artist appear in a margin
adjacent to each stamp on the sheet. This information, based on the Japan Post report, appears below:
(
) Design 1 is a print by 18th century artist Kitagawa Utamaro. The print,
titled Yogoto ni au koi (Love that meets each night), is from a five-print series
called Kasen koi no bu or “Anthology of Poems, the Love Chapter” which
Utamaro produced in 1793-94.

Designs 2, 3, and 4 are taken from a
print by Toyohara Kunichika (18351900) illustrating characters from the
kabuki play Satemo migoto nadai no
horimono(2) (“A splendid carving of
widespread fame”), which was
performed at Tokyo’s Nakamura
Theater in 1873.

Design 2 () depicts Hidari Jingorō
(“Left-handed Jingorō”), a semilegendary sculptor to whom are attributed some of the elaborate painted
carvings on the Yōmeimon gate at the Tōshōgū shrine in Nikkō. The title of
the play includes a play on the word satemo, which introduces the adjective
migoto: the word is written with characters that can be read sate, “left hand”.

(
) Design 3 depicts what is described as “Oyama-ningyō”, literally “doll of
a kabuki actor in female role”, presumably a work of the above mentioned
Jingorō. One can only wonder if somehow there was a connection with the
Pygmalion legend, since unfortunately an online search for the plot of this play
has been unsuccessful.

2

Horimono (literally “carving”) is widely known as the Japanese word for “tattoo”, and this might be relevant in the context of this play; however,
there is some ambiguity in this case as the story line does not appear to survive.
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Design 4 (), similar to that previously depicted on an ¥80 stamp
commemorating Philatelic Week 2011 issued on 2011.4.20, depicts kabuki
actor Onoe Kikugorō V (1844-1903) in his role as a postman called Otokichi,
a notably modern element in this classic performing art genre.

(
) Design 5: Also by Utamaro, this
print depicts a beauty named Hanaōgi
from the house Ōgiya in the Yoshiwara
pleasure district of Edo. It is from a series
called Kōmei Bijin Rokkasen, “Famous
beauties as the six poetic immortals”, published between 1794 and 1796.
While her name is not written out in the print, the small box in the upper right
corner adjacent to the series title is a rebus puzzle that conceals the name of
the house and hers.

Design 6 (): This design is a detail from print titled Ōmu Komachi “Komachi
the Parrot” from a series by Keisai Eisen (1790-1848) called Ukiyo nana
Komachi “Seven classic beauties(3) of the floating world”.

(
) Design 7: This print by Suzuki Harunobu (1725?-1770) is titled
Chūnagon Asatada “The middle councilor Asatada”, referring to the author
of the poem that is inscribed across the top margin. Its main image was used
as the design of the ¥50 value from the four-stamp set issued on 1969.10.1
to commemorate the 6th International Congress of the UPU.

3

“Komachi” alludes to the famous poet Ono no Komachi, whose name became a synonym for beautiful women. The number “seven” is
connected with a canonical series of seven Nō plays based on various legendary episodes in her life, among which is one where she replies
to an emperor’s poem of sympathy in her old age with a poem that changes only one syllable of his.
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(
) Design 8: This design is taken from the appendix (furoku) to the series
of prints called Jidai kagami “A Mirror of the Ages” by Yōshū Chikanobu
(1838-1912).

Design 9 (
) and Design 10 () are
taken from a print by Utagawa Kunisada
(1786-1864) titled Ōedo nichinichi
sanzenryō han’ei no tameichi “A sigh of
amazement at the prosperity of great
Edo, where 3,000 ryō(4) changes hands
every day”.

First-day post offices
The officially designated first-day post offices were Tōkyō and Nihonbashi. The framed (hand) datestamp, below
left, depicts the elements of the Exhibition logo shown in the sheet background. The unframed (machine)
datestamp, below right, pictures a cropped version of Design 6.

4

A ryō was a gold coin, whose content and weight changed over a period of many years. At the time of this print it was roughly equivalent to
a season’s wages for a typical household servant.
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2021.8.25
Japan’s Modern Postal Service 150th anniversary
Commemorative Booklets
This year’s Philatelic Week issue of 2021.4.20 marked a significant historical milestone, the 150th anniversary of
Japan’s modern postal service. Although the service was never officially “launched”, its inauguration date has
for some time been accepted as 20 April 1871, the issue date of Japan’s first postage stamps.
In fact, the 2021 Philatelic Week issue, reported in our previous edition of Japanese Philately (JP 76/85-87),
consisted solely of a 10-stamp sheet commemorating the 150th anniversary. A stamp booklet was also issued,
which included the 10-stamp sheet, in a limited quantity of 25,000.
However, further to the production of this anniversary booklet, a 5 July Japan Post press release announced the
intended issue of two more philatelic booklets to commemorate the 150th anniversary of Japan’s modern postal
service. These were issued on 25 August, the first day of PHILANIPPON 2021 held in Yokohama. One booklet,
called the “normal edition”, contained a sheetlet of two ¥500 stamps (shown below), and the other called the
“special edition” contained two sheetlets of ¥500 stamps totalling eight, two in one and six in the other (shown
respectively on pages 152 and 153). These stamps were obtainable only by purchasing the corresponding booklet.
A total of 60,000 of the normal edition booklet could be purchased at ¥1,500 each (i.e., ¥500 more than the face
value of the stamps), while just 20,000 of the special edition were sold at ¥5,000 each (i.e., ¥1,000 more than the
face value of the stamps). All the sheets were printed in six gravure inks by the National Printing Bureau.
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Japan Post proudly announced that these two booklets featured the world’s first “washi self-adhesive stamp
sheets” noting that the material used for the stamp sheets is “Mino kikaisuki washi” (Mino machine-made washi)
manufactured by a paper company in Mino, Gifu Prefecture. It is said to look and feel like handmade washi
(Japanese paper).
Normal Edition Booklet: The normal edition booklet consists of a small sheetlet (135.0 x 112.2 mm) of two
¥500 designs with individual measurements of 27.0 x 50.0 mm (shown on page 151). The designs, by Kaifuchi
Junko, were based on those of two stamps with which collectors of Japanese stamps should be all too familiar.
They are the image of “a beauty looking back”, the design of the ¥5 stamp that adorned the first issue
commemorating Philatelic Week on 1948.11.29, and “moon and geese”, the subject of the ¥8 stamp that
commemorated the second Philatelic Week issue on 1949.11.1.
Special Edition Booklet: The special edition booklet consists of two sheetlets, both designed by Kaifuchi Junko.
The first sheet measures 112.2 x 135.0 mm and the second 135.0 x 112.2 mm. The first sheet (below) consists of
two ¥500 stamps with a large sheet background depiction of a woodblock print by Utagawa Hiroshige III that
shows a view of the opening ceremonies of the Yokohama Post Office in 1875. This scene was previously
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depicted on a horizontal se-tenant pair of two ¥82 stamps in the stamp issue of 2018.10.23 commemorating the
Meiji 150th anniversary (see JP 73/235).
A detail from this print forms the subject of the stamp on the right in this issue’s first sheet, while the other shows
a detail from a woodblock print by Utagawa Kunisada (1786-1865), which was part of a series titled “A Selection
of Beautiful Women of the Present Day”. A detail from this same woodblock print was the subject of the ¥62
stamp issued on 1991.11.15 to commemorate PHILANIPPON ’91, and the logo used for PHILANIPPON ’21.
The design measurements of the two stamps are respectively 33.0 x 50.0 mm (left stamp) and 50.0 x 35.5 mm
(right stamp).
The second sheet (below) contains six ¥500 stamps with a common design depicting Maeshima Hisoka, the
founder of the modern postal service in Japan. The design of each stamp closely resembles the various iterations
of the ¥1 definitive stamp in constant use since 1951.4.14, based on a photograph that the Communications
Museum has stated was taken “around 1902”.(1) The main difference between these stamps and the various ¥1
designs besides the value and the different colors used is the 2021 commemorative inscription. Each of the six
stamps has design measurements of 27.75 x 33.75 mm.

1

Source JP 41/17. Note that this was not the first time that this photograph had been the basis of a stamp design. It had previously been
used for the 1½ sen and 3 sen values in the UPU 50th anniversary commemorative issue of 1927.6.20.
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Availability Problem: As noted on page 151, the issue date of these booklets and their stamp sheets was
2021.8.25, the first day of PHILANIPPON ’21 held at the Pacifico Yokohama Exhibition Hall in Yokohama.
Long-time ISJP member and well-known postal stationery dealer Mr. Y. Suzuki went to the exhibition on that
date expecting to obtain copies of both the “Normal edition” booklet and the “Special edition” booklet, hoping to
apply some PHILANIPPON ’21 first-day cancels to some of them.

Alas, he found that although “Normal edition” booklets were available, the 20,000 “Special edition” booklets
were obtainable only from the Tōkyō Central Post Office. Thankfully, he was able to obtain adequate stocks from
Tōkyō Central and return to Yokohama to get his needs serviced (see example above).

First-day post offices: As inferable from the preceding paragraphs, due to the limited numbers of these stamp
booklets and their stamp sheets produced there were no nationwide officially designated first-day post offices,
nor any official pictorial first-day datestamps produced for these commemorative booklets. 
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New Japanese Stamp Specialized Catalogue (JSCA)
1876-1908
in Japanese and English
Reviewed by Anker Nielsen
The Japanese Stamp Specialized Catalogue (JSCA) has been published in
Japanese by the Japan Philatelic Society (JPS) over the years in a number of
different formats. Initially it was as a single volume published each year,
before changing to a three-volume version, the three parts of which were
updated on what became an irregular basis, with the last reported issue dated
2016-2018.
The JPS has now completely revised the format of the catalogue. It will now
be produced in six volumes of which this volume being reviewed (front cover
shown in Figure 1) is the first to be published. As well, this new version is
in full color, and with bilingual text in Japanese and English. This makes it
very useful for the large number of foreign collectors who are not conversant
with Japanese.
The six volumes planned for this first edition of new version are:
1871-1876 Hand etched stamps
1876-1908 Koban and Chrysanthemum series (this volume)
1913-1937 Tazawa, Mt. Fuji and deer series, earthquake series and scenery series
1937-1948 First Shōwa series
1948-1989 Later Shōwa series
1894-1956 Commemorative stamps
The first five volumes are describing the definitive
stamp series, while the last volume is about
commemorative stamps. However, each volume
also includes postal stationery from the same period
in the form of domestic and overseas postcards, and
other types such as envelopes, cash covers,
wrappers, international reply coupons, etc. It is a
good solution to have these within the same volume
of the catalogue.
The use of color makes it possible to show the
different color shades of stamps, postal stationery
and other examples of mail types. The catalogue
gives specialized values for different shades, paper
types, postmarks and mail types.

Figure 1 
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Content
The content of this 174-page 1876-1908 volume consists of three main chapters with associated sections.
Definitives
Koban series 1876-1892, pages 6-81
Chrysanthemum series 1899-1907, pages 82-122
Old High Value issues 1908, pages 123-124
Stamps for Post Offices abroad (Korea and China), pages 125-139
Military Franchise stamps, pages 140-141
Miscellaneous stamps (Telegraph), pages 142-143
Postal Stationery
Postal Cards (domestic), pages 144-148
Postal Cards (overseas), pages 149-153
Postal Stationery envelopes, pages 154-155
Lettersheets, page 157
Miscellaneous Stationery (wrappers, weather report wrappers, official postcards, military postal
cards, postal cards used abroad, international reply coupons, cash registration envelopes, postal
saving books, postal sealing papers, official picture postcards), pages 157-165
Appendices
Types of specimen overprints, pages 166-167
Types of perforations, pages 167-168
Postal rates for domestic and overseas mail, pages 169-173
List of different calendars, page 174
Looking in the catalogue I found that the English translation is missing on pages 157-165 for the miscellaneous
stationery types. I contacted the JPS and they explained that due to the short time remaining to meet their printing
schedule, these pages were not translated. The best solution to make this information available will be if a
translation of these pages is placed on the JPS website, as waiting for a new version of this volume could take
some years. The translation for the volume to be issued next, the 1871-1876 Hand etched stamps, is already
complete.
I think it is a very good idea to start with this volume as it spans a period where most collectors have stamps and
postcards. It will probably sell better than the volume with the hand etched stamps as fewer people collect them
because of the large number of forgeries and expensive stamps.
Definitives
For each series such as Kobans there is an introduction that provides the background and history behind the
series. Then follows a classification of the stamps with information on:
Printing plates
Paper types used
Color shades
Perforations
Constant flaws
Imprints – printer’s names
A very important improvement are the pages (Figure 2) in color that show the different paper types explained
and illustrated with an image of the stamp, a magnified corner of the stamp, and its reverse. This makes it much
easier to identify and sort your stamps by paper types.
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Figure 2 

Figure 3 
Figure 4 

Figure 5 
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Figure 3 shows as an example the 2 sen rose UPU Koban stamp with its different color shades and a table of
values for the different papers, color shades and perforations. It is very good to have all the information for each
particular stamp catalogued just after its illustrations. This is what you need to help in sorting your stamps and
to see if you have some of the rarer types.
For each stamp there is a section with information about its use on covers. An example is illustrated in Figure 4,
which details the types of use of the stamp on both domestic and overseas mail. This information was previously
included in the older catalogue versions printed only in Japanese, but now you will have the explanations in
English together with examples pictured in color. This is a noteworthy improvement.
The pages show the values for different types of postmarks used on the different stamps in each series. Figure 5
depicts this information for postmarks in the old koban series. The English alphabetic codes in the table such as
JFC (Fancy Cancellations) are explained in another page of the catalogue.
If you compare prices in this catalogue with previous versions or the simplified Sakura catalogue, you will find
that there are only few changes to the general types. More price changes can be found in some of the values for
special papers, color shades and perforations.
You can use the prices in the catalogue as an indication of how difficult an item is to get. But if you buy in
internet auctions or at stamp shows the sellers in most cases do not know what is difficult. The result is that
sometimes an item is overpriced and sometimes you can get a bargain. It is as a Danish philatelist has said: “The
right price is what the buyer is willing to pay. Do you need it in your collection or is it just nice to have?”
Stationery
It is very good again to have a catalogue that includes the different types of postal stationery, a resource that was
removed from the simplified annual Sakura catalogue after its 2015 edition. I personally would still prefer to
have stationery items (postcards, envelopes, lettersheets, etc.) before 1945 in the Sakura catalogue. I therefore
use an old Sakura catalogue in which postal stationery
was listed when I visit a stamp show.
Figure 6 shows the overseas 4 sen postcard FC12 and
double card FC13. The standard price for a used FC12
is ¥2,000. The price is based on the price in Japan, but
the price should be lower overseas. I have collected
more than a hundred of these from internet auctions or
stamp shows, at an average price of ¥1,300, and some of
these bear a special postmark with a higher catalogue
value.
It is very good to have the section with miscellaneous
stationery (wrappers, weather report wrappers, official
postcards, military postal cards, postcards used abroad,
international reply coupons, cash registration envelopes,
postal saving books, postal sealing papers, official
picture postcards, etc.) with color illustrations on pages
157-165. However, as mentioned above, these have
only Japanese descriptions at the moment. The official
picture postcards are listed with titles and a price.

Figure 6 
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Appendices
The appendices include an overview of all the types of specimen overprints with pictures, dimensions, and
mention of where they were used. There is also an overview of the different perforations for each stamp and
which years they were used, including illustrated examples of line and comb perforations.
The presence of the relevant postage rates in the appendix for the time period covered in each volume (in this case
from 1876 to 1908) for domestic mail, domestic special mail and parcel post is a very good idea. This includes
parcel post to and from the Japanese external territories. For overseas mail there are a few simple tables provided
for different destinations of mail types excluding parcels, but this is a field that is very complex to cover to any
degree of completeness.
Conclusion
This is a specialized catalogue that many of us have asked for with color illustrations and with an English
translation of the text. It opens up new possibilities for looking into details within your collection of stamps and
postal stationery.
The catalogue was compiled by the Japan Philatelic Society Specialized Catalogue Working Group. It has 174
pages and was published on 20 October 2020. The catalogue is B5 (182 x 230 mm) size, which is larger than the
traditional A5 (148 x 210 mm) size used for the Sakura catalogue. This makes it easier to read and also to include
better tables and illustrations. The cost is ¥3,000 plus tax. The ISBN code is 978-4-88963-844-8. The catalogue
can be ordered from Japan from the JPS shop http://yushu.or.jp/english/books/index.html for ¥3,000 (no VAT to
overseas buyers) plus the mail costs. The catalogue can also be ordered in the USA from the online store of Books
Kinokuniya. 
———

———
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2021.4.13
Definitive stamps design change
Japan Post announced on 13 April 2021 that it would make slight changes to four of
its definitive stamps in the current “Nature in Japan” series. Most of the stamps in
this series incorporate as security measures the postal symbol 〒 in the top right corner
of the design, and a five-petaled cherry blossom at the bottom left. The change being
made to each of these four stamps was the incorporation of these security measures.
The relevant denominations are ¥94, ¥100, ¥120, and ¥140. We have illustrated
below only one of these stamps (¥94) with its changed design, alongside the original
stamp without the security feature. Note that although the security symbols can be
seen clearly when the stamp is held at an angle to a light source, they are often not
clearly visible to flatbed scans. The original designs were reported at JP 74/190 (¥94)
and JP 70/106-107 (¥100, ¥120, and ¥140).

Original design issued
2019.8.20 without
security measures

New design
with security measures
(arrows)

The new designs were to have been introduced gradually as soon as the current design was out of stock at each
post office nationwide.

———

———

2021.9.1
New ¥260 definitive stamp
Japan Post announced on 20 July 2021 that due to a revision of the Japan Post Law, it intended to reduce express
delivery charges for domestic mail from 1 October. Since 2019.10.1, the rate for the additional cost of express
delivery for mail weighing less than 250 g has been ¥290 (see JP 74/139). Effective from 2021.10.1, this rate has
been reduced to ¥260.
To meet this revised rate, a new ¥260 definitive stamp was issued on 2021.9.1. Overall responsibility for the
design (18.5 x 22.5 mm) was undertaken by Kaifuchi Junko, with supervisory advice from the Ministry of the
Environment. It is printed in six gravure inks in sheets of 100 (10 x 10) measuring 232.0 x 280.5 mm by the
National Printing Bureau.
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The design continues the scope of the ongoing “Nature in Japan” series that began in 2014 depicting Japanese
fauna for stamps up to an including ¥50, flowers for values from ¥52 to ¥200, and National Park scenes for
denominations above ¥200. This design shows a scene from Oze National Park in in the northwest corner of
Gunma Prefecture showing mizubashō (skunk cabbage) blooming on the ponds of Oze Moor with the 2,228 high
Shibutsusan (Mt. Shibutsu) in the background.

In common with most stamps in the “Nature in Japan” definitive stamp series, the new stamp incorporates as
security measures the postal symbol 〒 in the top right corner of the design, and a five-petaled cherry blossom at
the bottom left. Although the symbols can be seen clearly when the stamp is held at an angle to a light source,
they are often not clearly visible to flatbed scans, as is the case with our illustration.
———

———

Discontinuance of ¥290 definitive stamp
As a result of the introduction of the new rate and ¥260 value stamp, Japan Post announced that that the ¥290
stamp introduced on 2019.8.20 (see new issue report at JP 74/190) to pay the old rate (see table of rates at JP
74/139) was to be discontinued effective 2021.9.30. What that means is that the ¥290 stamp (illustrated below),
which depicts a scene from Nikkō National Park, would no longer be available for sale from that date. These
stamps are still valid for use on mail but can no longer be purchased at post offices.

To compensate people with excess ¥290 stamps on their hands, Japan Post indicated it would exchange mint ¥290
stamps for other postage stamps to the same face value between 2021.9.1 and 2021.10.31, without charging an
exchange fee, at all post offices except contract postal agencies (kan'i yūbinkyoku). 
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New Members of I.S.J.P.
Collecting interest codes are found at JP 76/34
6577
6578

6579
6580
6581
6582
6583
6584
6585
6586
6587

Sasaki, Mr Carl, 1750 Lundy Ave #612346, San Jose CA 95161. Retired. Colonies c; as Y since 1975. Member
Postal History Society, American Air Mail Society, Universal Ship Cancellation Society.
Itoh, Mr Sumihide, Ohmisaki-bo477, Ariake-town, Shimabara 859-1415, Japan. High school teacher. Japan a, b, b1,
d, e, g; Colonies b, c; Occupied areas a, b, c; Manchoukuo a, b, c; as X for 50 years. Member, JPS. [source:
#5610 Yamada Ren-ichi]
Manicardi, Mr Marcello, Via Nuova Ponente 39/1, 41012 Carpi, Italy. DTP professional. Japan a, b, b1, c, d, h;
Occupied areas a; Manchoukuo a; Ryūkyū Islands a; as Y since 1993. Member Club Filatelico di Carpi.
Ravetta, Ms Madeleine, 40B West St, Berwick-upon-Tweed TD15 1AS, United Kingdom. Retired company director.
Japan a,c, j; as X since 2004. [source: Internet]
Pancotti, Mr Robert, 56 Griffin Rd, Westford MA 01886. Retired. Japan a, b, i; Occupied areas a; Manchoukuo a; as
Y since 1974. Member APS, Perfins Club. [source: Internet]
Claughton, Mr Simon, Box 628, Streetsville ON L5M 2C1, Canada. Management. Japan g. Member RPSC, RPSL,
BNAPS, PSSC, PHSC, CAS, CPSGB, KG6CS. [source: Internet]
Eizagirre Portillo, Mr Pello Paulo, Oria kalea 1, 2. ezk, 20750 Zumaia, Spain. Sanitary. Japan a, b, i; as X since
2018. [source: Internet]
Dikcis, Mr Alan, 7931 S Nordica, Burbank IL 60459. Retired. Japan a; as Y since 2011. [source: Internet]
Ang, Mr Kian Kee, Block 87 Zion Rd, #23-176 Singapore 160087. Retired. Japan c, j; as Y since 1990. Member ATA,
CPS. [source: Internet]
Sánchez López, Mr Carlos, Avenida del Campón 19 5A, 33405 Salinas, Spain. Japan a, b, b1, c; as X.
Nasiłowski, Mr Jacek, Al. Solidarności, 40, 05-135 Wielszkew, Poland. Sailor. Japan a, b, h, i; Colonies b, c;
Occupied areas a, b, c; Manchoukuo a; Ryūkyū Islands a; as Y. [source: Internet]
FORMER MEMBERS REJOINING THE SOCIETY

1391
1875

Ginsburg, Mr Jack, 7103 Bear Ct, Springfield VA 22153. Retired. Japan a, b, b1, c, f, g, i; Manchoukuo a; as Z since
1966. Member American First Day Cover Society. [source: Washington DC Chapter of ISJP]
Marshall, Mr Craig, 17022 M St, Omaha NE 68135. Retired social worker. Japan a, b, b1, c, f; Manchoukuo a; Ryūkyū
Islands a; as Y since 1970.

Advertisements
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

ALWAYS BUYING JAPAN INCLUDING OCCUPATIONS AND RYUKYUS From classics to modern, all
collections and offers welcome. Contact me before sending. APS since 1968, ASDA since 1974 equals over 53
years of professional experience. Email: FrankPGeigerSr@gmail.com
[ISJP 4462]
Frank P. Geiger, Sr., PO Box 3442, Pinehurst NC 28374. Phone 787-689-6879
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

WANTED, UNIVERSAL POSTAL UNION CONGRESS SOUVENIR ALBUMS: Note year, dedication if
any, and condition. Compiling information for JP article, please send any information, photos of your holdings.
E-mail: jsusman@neomed.edu
[ISJP 2269]
Jeff Susman, 3463 Whitfield Avenue, Cincinnati OH 45220
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

WANTED, JAPAN OCCUPATION: Stamps and covers of Burma, Malay States, etc. Mint, LH. Ask for my
want list - postage refund.
[ISJP 6424]
Larry Clement, 21793 Ocean Vista Drive, Laguna Beach CA 92651
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

WANTED -- Dragon, Cherry Blossom and Koban forgeries. Will buy or trade for early (1871-1876)
forgeries.

E-mail: sanfordensinger@gmail.com
Sanford Ensinger, 77 Portsmouth Dr., Bella Vista AR 72715

[ISJP 1700]

—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

FOR SALE, PRE-INDEPENDENCE OF INDONESIA: Overprints on Netherlands Indies and Japanese
Occupation stamps and other issues. Visit: https://www.delcampe.net/en_US/collectibles/store/cvfil
Carlos Vieiro
E-mail: cvfil@fibertel.com.ar
WhatsApp: +54 911 5713-1539
[ISJP 6378]
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
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INFORMATION WANTED: MANCHURIA LOCAL OVERPRINTS (MLO) 1945/6. Colleague preparing
new catalogue on this fascinating area and would like to discuss with other specialists. Particularly interested in
scans of covers verifying usage (please scan both sides).
[ISJP 3731]
E-mail: scheibert888@gmail.com (via Florian Eichhorn)
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

FOR SALE, JAPANESE PHILATELIC LITERATURE: Thirteen all new items, including Specialized Kiku
and earthquake publications, Garrett Occupations of Philippines, Shimomura and Barefoot Revenues, JSCA
catalogues, and more. Must sell. $125 or best offer. Retail $400.
E-mail: dandow.umn@gmail.com
David Andow, St. Paul, MN
[ISJP 4886]
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

SELLING & BUYING: Japan and Ryukyus. Free price list on request. Want lists are welcome. If you have
material to sell, please contact me. Selling lists on the Internet at www.BaxleyStamps.com.
Phone: 575-437-8707. E-mail: gbaxley@netmdc.com.
[ISJP 2771]
George C. Baxley, P.O. Box 807, Alamogordo NM 88311
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

FOR SALE: Japanese stamps, mihons and JSPA maximum cards (1923-1990). https://myjapanstamps.com
E-mail: l.evans.de.violini@gmail.com
[ISJP 983]
Lois M. Evans-de Violini, 1950 Patricia St, Oxnard, CA 93036-7729
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

FOR SALE: 4 Vol. Lighthouse hingeless Japan albums, 1871-2003. Immaculate. $350 with free shipping.
Retail over $2300. E-mail: salina_48@yahoo.com
[ISJP 5160]
John Williams
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
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2021.10.1
New International Reply Coupon

As noted at JP 72/340, it has been the practice since
2002 that Universal Postal Union (UPU) countries use
a standard International Reply Coupon (IRC) design,
which is adapted for each country by the addition of a
couple of minor notations. These designs have each
had either a 3 or 4 year tenure before being replaced by
its successor. The new design is called the Abidjan
model, so named because it was adopted at the 27th
Universal Postal Congress that took place in Abidjan,
Côte d'Ivoire on 27 August 2021, replacing the one
known as the Istanbul model, introduced in 2017.
Further information from the UPU has so far not been
recorded on its website, which is still referencing the
Istanbul model as the “latest”.
In terms of changes, the most significant are the new
illustration and a new French slogan of “Ecosystem

Preservation – Climate Protection”. As has been the
case in a number of previous models there are only two
specific adaptations that Japan Post has made to the
generic model. The first is the selling price in Japan,
JP 150 円 (Japan ¥150), printed inside the box where
the datestamp is applied, and just below the box is the
word Japon (the French name for Japan) with the
Japanese national flag under it.
We are indebted to ISJP member Mr. Y. Suzuki for not
only making us aware that Japan Post had started
selling the new model, but also for sending us the scan
(above) of one he had purchased at the Tokorozawa
post office on its first day of sale (2021.10.1). 

